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                                                 TMA-6
                                                 from p. 253

 ++  25mg 11/13/82 AP, ATS ≡ 11:30=[0:00] - to Cal, W.State football - aware ~1:00
     or less. Game completely nutty - so were we. With the crowd interaction
     impossible to separate drug from environment. Funny - still aware at ~[8:00]
     into dinner [with] Burt, Mona, Yans & Fran. Out by [12:00] certainly.
     Benign - let it ride as a ++.

 +++ 50mg 12/4/82 AP, ATS ≡ 12:05PM=[0:00] [:30] aware [:40] developing. [1:00] to
     what is probably a ++ - no visual, slight tremor, something like MDMA in that
     there is talk, easy thought, almost complete freedom from sensory distortion.
     [1:20] real ++ - call from S. Freeman - handled well. [2:00] probably pushing
     +++ [3:00] stable at +++ - why? good thought process - just way up there. No
     fantasy to music, just mush appreciation. Expl. ej! From 6:00 on, subtle
     decline. at [12:00] still aware - photo mount to ~[15] thence sleep. AM
     active, AP lethargic. Not sure of chron. of decline as I was never certain of
     characteristic patterns of this +++! Strange, benign, friendly state.

 +++ 50mg 2/5/83 12M=-[0:00] at Selby lane. In general, alerts from [:20] AG to
     [:40] - development to max @ ~[2:30] (via many transitions) - plateau
     maintained to ~[6: or 8:] with quiet drop (quiet = unnoticeable and uncertain)
     to [10: or 14:] or so. Tally individual:

           ATS 50mg - sound +++ [with] some visual; much joy, gaiety, restlessness
     at ~+ by [11:00]- drive home not difficult - sleep ~[15:00] but 8hrs adequate.

           AP 50mg - surprised by the extreme LSD-like visuals - feeling betrayed, 
     as no warning from earlier tries. Guarded all day - anger & tears in late
     evening. Fair sleep, but delayed. (~[14:])

           AG 40mg -  initially  MDMA- not so, later. Finally acknowledged a≎
     maybe +++ - loose, easy affect - felt that there might be loss of control at
     somewhat higher levels. Fast wit, easy grace - well accepted, but admits
     complexities.

           TG none - joined [with] MDMA & contact high in mid-stream.

           CT 35 - "quite sufficient" periods of being "displaced from herself" but
     overall acceptance. Considerable visual. Slightly withdrawn.

           NT 40 - initially equates to aleph's (negative), then no. Some lag.
     guarded journey in humor. He (as we all) with thermotropic uncertainties.

           FB 40 - soundly effective. Under the line for ~6hrs, then slow emergence
     at [19:] - breakthrough (after little sleep). Impressive.

           PB 35 - much intoxication - initially going negative - then decided not 
     to. Humor, laughing almost painful. Great spirits.

           MP 45 - Profoundly humorous and hilarious. No negatives anywhere.


